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Abstract. This paper provides the estimate of cancer mortality caused by high-level radiation exposure. The 
method to estimate it is life table method. Throughout this method, we can obtain the lifetime and age-conditional 
probability of developing or dying of cancer. Moreover we can see the loss of rest of life. We obtain the result that 
the excess cancer mortality risk is not so serious. 
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1. Introduction 
 
We are interested in the estimation of damage when nuclear weapon terrorism happens by statistical 
approach. In this report, we estimate the excess cancer risk after nuclear terrorism. The reason why we 
noted cancer risk is that the human damage occurring after nuclear terrorism is mainly the outbreak of 
fatal cancer. So in the field of radiation protection, the accurate estimate of cancer mortality is very 
precious subject. 
 
The method used to estimate cancer mortality for radiation dose is life table method. Throughout this 
method, we can see the excess risk for radiation dose in view of the new index for cancer mortality, 
that is, lifetime and age-conditional probability. Recently such index is introduced by many authors 
(see [1, 2]) as one easily understanding cancer risk not only for morality but also for incidence. The 
estimate limited for cancer mortality (not consider cancer incidence) was reported in [3]. 
In this report, we construct life table in 2000 in Japan, and we estimate the probability of cancer 
mortality and excess probability caused by high-level radiation dose. Attendant on this, we also estimate 
the loss of rest of life. Based on these result, we numerically simulate the situation that the nuclear 
terrorism happens in Tokyo, which is a capital of Japan, and estimate the practical degree of damage. 
 
2. Material and Method 
 
2.1 Life Table 
 

We consider the risk for radiation dose which is estimated by life table method. The concept of 
estimating cancer risk including incidence cases is based on multiple decrement table, one is table for 
cancer mortality and another is for cancer incidence. In life table estimate, cross-sectional incidence, 
mortality and population data are required. Cancer incidence data is provided by National Cancer 
Center [4]. Cancer mortality and population are originated from National Vital Statistics provided by 
the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare. Incidence and mortality rates in each age-group are 
converted to probabilities according to exponential distribution and applied to a specific cohort.  
 
The excess risk coefficients caused by radiation dose is included in the probability of developing 
cancer. Then the excess cancer mortality naturally occurs accompanying with the excess risk for 
developing cancer. Hence radiation exposure does not directly effect cancer mortality, but effects the 
increasing in the risk of developing cancer, that is, the excess cancer mortality is regarded as an 
outcome of excess risk of developing cancer. 
 
2.2 Numerical Examination 
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Additional to construct life table, we simulate under the setting of nuclear weapon terrorism outbreak 
in Tokyo by numerical examination. We set the scale for explosion as 1Kt in TNT gunpowder, and the 
location as about 139 degrees 44 minutes 55 seconds of north longitude and 35 degrees 39 minutes 50 
seconds for east longitude. In what follow, we call this point as GZ, which means Ground Zero. This 
point is near the US embassy in Tokyo. Moreover we set weather condition as 24km per an hour wind 
blew to northwest. These setting are same as the simulation in [5]. 
 
We set the damaged region by elliptical area whose one focus is at GZ, and classify the area as 3 
levels (A, B, C) according to dose level: 

Area A: major axis 2300m and minor axis 500m. Dose level is over 4Sv. 
Area B: major axis 4000m and minor axis 1000m. Dose is between 1 and 3 Sv. 
Area C: major axis 12000m and minor axis 2500m. Dose is between 0.1 and 0.9 Sv. 

Clearly area A is fully covered in area B, and area B is fully covered in area C. The scale of elliptic 
area depends on the velocity of the wind. We estimate cancer mortality only in the areas B and C. The 
reason why we do not consider about area A is that the covering area of A is very smaller as compared 
with one of B and C, and the survival rate in area A is quite low. Then we decide that the cases who 
survive and exceeding die of cancer in area A can be ignored. On the other hand, the outside of area C, 
which is defined as areas D, E and F in [3], saddles low risk (radiation dose is less than 0.1Sv), and it 
is delicate to apply the risk evaluation coefficient appearing later. By the above-mentioned reason, we 
noted only areas B and C for considering cancer mortality in survivors. We applied excess risk 
coefficient, which weights on the probability of developing cancer, proposed by “ICRP 
recommendation” asserted in [6]. This excess coefficient among adult workers is defined as 4 times 
10-5 per 1mSv. Then we set the excess risk coefficient in areas B and C as 0.08 and 0.02, respectively. 
 
3. Result and conclusion 
 
At first we construct the life table without radiation dose (“No exposure” in Table 1), which is normal 
situation in 2000 in Japan. This table is constructed on a cohort of 100,000 population at age 20. The 
lifetime probability of developing cancer in 2000 at age 20 was 48.4% for men and 36.1% for women. 
The lifetime probability of dying of cancer at age 20 was 28.1% for men and 17.6% for women. On 
the other hand we estimate these probabilities in exposed area, that is, areas B and C defined in the 
previous section. In area B, which is higher dose area, the lifetime probability of developing cancer 
was 50.6% for men and 38.2% for women, and the lifetime probability of dying of cancer was 29.4% 
for men and 18.6% for women. In area C, which is lower dose area, the lifetime probability of 
developing cancer was 48.9% for men and 36.7% for women, and the lifetime probability of dying of 
cancer was 28.4% for men and 17.9% for women. Then the excess risk for developing and dying of 
cancer is about 2.2% and 1.3% in area B, and 0.6% and 0.3% in area C, respectively. Hence those who 
suffer radiation dose at age 20 in area B and C will saddle 1.2% and 0.3% excess probability of cancer 
mortality in their lifetime. These results are summarized in Table 1. We show the excess cancer 
mortality rate per 100,000 population at age 20 in Figure 1. This increases monotone until age 70 for 
men and age 80 for women and turns to decrease afterwards. It is natural that cancer risk increases 
along with age, but the excess cancer mortality dose not so, because the population of exposed cohort 
decrease faster than not exposed one, and a few peoples reach an advanced age. 
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Table 1: Life table. 

age Population
Cancer
Free

Cancer
mortality

Developing
Cancer

20 100000 100000 107 304
35 98920 98724 714 1690
50 96087 94928 4455 8815
65 85517 80216 13198 22239
80 53916 42209 9625 15322

Total - - 28098 48371

20 100000 100000 115 328
35 98912 98699 770 1824
50 96022 94772 4784 9467
65 85123 79439 13926 23472
80 52858 40578 9759 15491

Total - - 29354 50583

20 100000 100000 109 310
35 98918 98718 728 1724
50 96071 94889 4538 8979
65 85418 80021 13384 22553
80 53649 41795 9663 15372

Total - - 28421 48938

Male

No exposure

area C

area B

 
 

age Population
Cancer
Free

Cancer
mortality

Developing
Cancer

20 100000 100000 116 649
35 99487 98955 751 3098
50 97994 95127 2494 6277
65 93187 86657 6400 11614
80 75344 64872 7884 14491

Total - - 17645 36129

20 100000 100000 125 701
35 99478 98903 809 3339
50 97925 94835 2678 6740
65 92928 85915 6811 12364
80 74681 63537 8225 15088

Total - - 18648 38232

20 100000 100000 118 662
35 99485 98942 765 3158
50 97977 95054 2540 6393
65 93122 86471 6504 11804
80 75177 64536 7972 14646

Total - - 17900 36664

No exposure

area B

Female

area C

 
Life table is constructed on age 20 – 100,000 cohort. The people in areas B and C are set to be 
exposed at age 20. 
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Figure 1: Excess number of cancer mortality per 100,000 
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This express excess number of cancer mortality caused by radiation exposure. The horizontal axis 
expresses the attained age. The vertical axis express excess number of cancer mortality in areas B and 
C by sex. 
 
 
Based on these results, which is based on life table, we note the loss of rest of life, and its distribution 
is shown in Figure 3. Average rest of life at age 20 in Japan in 2000 is 58.2 for men and 65.1 for 
women. The estimated rest of life those who exposed at age 20 is 58.0 for men and 64.9 for women in 
area B, and 58.2 for men and 65.0 for women in area C, respectively. Then the loss of rest of life is 
about 0.2 year in area B and 0.1 year in area C. Only in the group suffering radiation dose, the loss is 
about 10-20 years, but this loss is averaged about 2 months among all exposed population. Its 
distribution is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Distribution for lost age 
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The horizontal axis expresses lost of age, and the vertical axis expresses the number by log-scale. 
 
 
The excess number of cancer mortality in the situation set in the previous section (nuclear terrorism 
happens in Tokyo) is estimated as 334 persons. Since there are about 65,000 persons in areas B and C, 
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which is obtained by smoothed population database, the percentage of excess cancer mortality in 
whole exposed people is 0.5%.  
 
Our study concludes that the excess cancer mortality risk by high-level radiation dose is not so serious, 
in the view of lifetime probability or loss of rest of life. We note that these results can apply only to 
the cases who escape the first stage for nuclear terrorism and survive. The conclusion that the excess 
cancer mortality risk or lost of rest of life is not so serious coincides with the 78 survivors at 16Kt 
atomic bomb in Hiroshima [7]. 
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